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This article considers a system of reaction]diffusion equations describing the
spread of several bacterial infections among many interacting species. Conditions
concerning the growth, infection, and interaction rates such that positive steady
states can exist are obtained. The stabilities of the steady states are also studied.
Bifurcation methods are used to show the existence of positive steady-state
solutions, and the semigroup method is used to analyze the stability of the steady
states. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES,
EPIDEMIC MODELS
Reaction]diffusion equations have been used by many researchers to
model the spread of bacterial infections. One can find rigorous mathemati-
w xcal treatments in the series of papers 1]3 and in many others. These
papers analyze the infection of one species by one type of bacteria. The
situation can become even more involved when there are more than one
kind of bacteria and species, which may also interact among themselves.
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This article considers the system
m
yDu q a x u s b ¤ for x g V , i s 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ýi i i i j j
js1
n m
yD¤ q a x ¤ s f u q ¤ c ¤ for x g V , k s 1, . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .˜ Ý Ýk k k k j j k k j j
js1 js1
1.1Ž .
u s ¤ s 0 for x g › V , i s 1, . . . , n , k s 1, . . . , m ,i k
1Ž .where b ) 0 and c are any constants, f g C R , and V is a boundedi j k j k j
domain in R N, with › V of class C 2qa, 0 - a - 1. Here, D denotes the
Laplacian operator; the corresponding parabolic system, with › u r› t andi
› ¤ r› t added to the first n and second m equations respectively on thek
Ž .left on 1.1 , will also be considered. The functions u represent n differenti
kinds of bacterial population densities and the functions ¤ represent mk
different-type infected-species population densities. The populations are
Ž .assumed to diffuse in space V. The functions a x are assumed to bei
positive, because the bacterial populations tend to die in the absence of
other factors; the terms b ¤ represent the growth of the number ofi j j
Ž .bacteria due to infected species. The functions a x are assumed to be˜k
positive, because a certain proportion of the infected species recover per
Ž .unit time; the terms f u describe the rate at which the k th speciesk j j
becomes infected by u , and the terms ¤ c ¤ describe the interactionj k k j j
between the k th and the jth infected species. The model can be more
readily interpreted in the form of the corresponding parabolic system, with
Ž .1.1 considered as the steady state solution. The prototype form with
w x w xm s n s 1, c s 0, is introduced and explained in e.g. 1 and 2 . We will11
consider the case when all c are zero as well as other cases. Manyk j
w x w xexamples of other reaction]diffusion systems can be found in 8 and 11 .
For convenience, we will adopt the following conventions. Let B and K0
be respectively n = m and m = n constant matrices as follows:
X Xf 0 ??? f 0b ??? b Ž . Ž .11 1n11 1m
. .. . . .. .B s K s . 1.2Ž .0 . .. .
X Xb ??? b f 0 ??? f 0Ž . Ž .n1 nm m1 m n
1 Ž . < Ž .Let E s w s col w , . . . , w w g C V , w s 0 on › V, i s1 nqm i i
14 5 5 5 5 < 41, . . . , m q n , with norm w s max w i s 1, . . . , m q n ; and pE C ŽV .i
 Ž . <denotes the cone p s col w , . . . , w g E w G 0 in V, i s 1, . . . ,1 nqm i
2qa4  Ž . < Ž .n q m . Also, let Y s w s col w , . . . , w w g C V , w s 0 on1 nqm i i
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2q a4 5 5 5 5 < 4› V , with its norm denoted as w s max w i s 1, . . . , m q n .Y C ŽV .i
2qa aŽ . Ž .As operators from C V into C V , we write L s yD q a fori i
i s 1, . . . , n and L s yD q a for k s 1, . . . , m. As an operator from˜nqk k
a nqmw Ž .x Ž .Y into C V , we write L s col L , . . . , L . For abbreviation, we1 nqm
1 nqmˆ Ž . w Ž .xwrite F s col F , . . . , F , where F are operators from C V or1 nqm j
1Ž .Y into C V defined by
m
F col u , . . . , u , ¤ , . . . , ¤ s b ¤ for i s 1, . . . , nŽ . Ýi 1 n 1 m i j j
js1
n m
F col u , . . . , u , ¤ , . . . , ¤ s f u q ¤ c ¤Ž . Ž .Ý Ýnqk 1 n 1 m k j j k k j j
js1 js1
for k s 1, . . . , m. 1.3Ž .
We now label a few key assumptions, some or all of which will be used in
various theorems in this article.
aw x Ž .H1 The functions a and a are members of C V , 0 - a - 1, and˜i k
Ž . Ž .satisfy a x ) 0, a x ) 0 for all x g V, i s 1, . . . , n, k s 1, . . . , m.˜i k
w x 1Ž . X Ž . Ž .H2 The functions f g C R satisfy f 0 ) 0 and f 0 s 0,k j k j k j
Ž .f s G 0 for all s G 0, k s 1, . . . , m, j s 1, . . . , n. For each k, there existsk j
Ž .at least one j such that 0 - f s for all s ) 0.k j
w x w xH2* In addition to all the properties in H2 , the functions fk j
Ž .satisfy f s F K s for all s ) 0, where K is some positive constant.k j 1 1
w x Ž .H3 There exists a constant vector d s col d , . . . , d , with d ) 0,1 n i
Ž .2i s 1, . . . , n, such that BK d ) l q a* d.0 1
w x Ž .In H3 and the rest of the paper, the strict inequality between the two
vectors is interpreted to be satisfied for each component. The quantity l1
denotes the first eigenvalue of the problem
yDf s lf in V , f s 0 on › V ,
5 5and f will denote the corresponding positive eigenfunction with f s 1.‘
 Ž . Ž . <The symbols a* and a** are defined as a* s sup a x , a x x g V, i s˜i k
4  Ž . Ž . <1, . . . , n, k s 1, . . . , m and a** s inf a x , a x x g V, i s 1, . . . , n,˜i k
4k s 1, . . . , m . Another assumption which will sometimes be used concern-
ing the interaction of the species ¤ is as follows:k
m
< < < <w xH4 c - 0, and c ) c , for each k s 1, . . . , m.Ýk k k k k j
js1, j/k
Ž .In Section 2, we will show that problem 1.1 has a positive solution
under appropriate conditions. Essentially, we assume that intraspecies
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interaction among infected species is large compared with interspecies
Ž w x.interactions cf. Hypothesis H4 . In Section 3 we consider the time
stability of the positive solution as a steady state of the corresponding
parabolic system, when the infected species ¤ compete among themselvesk
Ž .i.e., c - 0 . In Section 4, we consider the situation when the infectedk j
Ž .species ¤ do not interact i.e., c s 0 . We show that a positive solutionk k j
still exists, if we assume appropriate infection rates when large number of
Ž w x.bacteria are present cf. H5 . We will use bifurcation methods to show
the existence of positive steady-state solutions and the semigroup method
to analyze the stability of steady states.
2. BIFURCATION OF INFECTED SPECIES
w x w x w xIn this section, we will show that under hypotheses H1 , H2* , H3 , and
w x Ž .H4 , the problem 1.1 has a positive solution. The main result of this
Ž . Ž .section is Theorem 2.2. Let w s col u , . . . , u , ¤ , . . . , ¤ ; the system 1.11 n 1 m
can be abbreviated as
ˆw x w xL w s F w , where w g Y , 2.1Ž .
ˆwith the operators L and F as introduced before. To study this nonlinear
problem, we consider the auxiliary problem
ˆw x w xL w s lF w , w g Y , 2.2Ž .
where l is a parameter, and investigate the bifurcation from the trivial
solution w s 0 as the parameter l passes through a certain value l .0
w x w xUnder conditions H1 and H2 , we will see that this bifurcation actually
occurs in Theorem 2.1. Moreover, in Theorem 2.2 we will see that
w x w x w xhypotheses H2* and H3 ensure that l - 1, and hypothesis H4 en-0
sures that the bifurcation curve of nontrivial solutions connects to l s q‘.
Ž . Ž .Thus 2.2 has a nontrivial solution when l s 1, i.e., 2.1 has a nontrivial
solution under appropriate conditions. For convenience, we let M denote0
Ž . Ž .the n q m = n q m square constant matrix
0 B
M s ,0 K 00
where the 0’s along the diagonal are zero matrices with appropriate
y1 Ž .dimensions. Applying L to both sides of 2.2 , using the zero Dirichlet
y1 wˆ x Ž .boundary condition, we obtain w s lL F w . Thus, 2.2 can be written
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Q l, w s 0, l, w g R = E, 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
where Q: R = E “ E is an operator given by
y1 ˆw xQ l, w [ w y lL F w .Ž .
Ž y1 y1For the entire paper the inverse operators L or L will always meani
.finding the solution using the zero Dirichlet boundary condition.
w x w x Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Under hypotheses H1 and H2 , the point l , 0 is a0
Ž .bifurcation point for the problem 2.3 . Here, l s l is the unique positi¤e0
number such that the problem
w xL w s lM w in V , w s 0 on › V , 2.4Ž .0
Ž .has a nonnegati¤e eigenfunction in E. The eigen¤alue l is simple. More-0
Ž .o¤er, the component of S containing the point l , 0 is unbounded, where0
q <  4S [ l, w g R = p Q l, w s 0, l ) 0, and w g p _ 0 ; 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .and it also has the property that S l R = › p s l , 0 .0
We first state a sequence of lemmas which will lead to the proof of
Theorem 2.1.
2 1 nqmŽ . w Ž . Ž .xLEMMA 2.1 Comparison . Let w, w g C V l C V , w k 0,ˆ
w G 0, w k 0 in V, for i s 1, . . . , n q m, satisfyˆ ˆi i
nqm
L w x s p x w x , for x g V , i s 1, . . . , n q mŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýi i i j j
js1
<w s 0, w s col w , . . . , w ,Ž .› V 1 nqm
nqm
L w x G q x w x , for x g V , i s 1, . . . , n q mŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆÝi i i j j
js1
w s col w , . . . , w ,ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .1 nqm
where p and q are bounded functions in V. Suppose thati j i j
q G p in V for i , j s 1, . . . , n q m ,i j i j
and
q , p G 0 in V for all i / j,i j i j
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then there exists an integer k, 1 F k F n q m, and a real number d such that
w ’ d w , p ’ q in V for all j s 1, . . . , n q mˆk k k j k j
and
w y d w G 0 for all j s 1, . . . , n q m.ˆj j
w xThis lemma is exactly the same as Lemma 2.1 in 9 , and the proof will
thus be omitted.
w x w x Ž 0.LEMMA 2.2. Under hypotheses H1 and H2 , there exists l , w g R =0
Y, l ) 0, such that0
w 0 x 0 0L w s l M w in V , w s 0 on › V 2.5Ž .0 0
with each component w0 ) 0 in V, and › w0r›n - 0 on › V for i si i
1, . . . , n q m. Furthermore, 1rl is a simple eigen¤alue of the operator0
y1 1 nqm 1 nqmw Ž .x w Ž .x ŽL M : C V “ C V that is, the eigenfunction corresponding0
.to this eigen¤alue is unique up to a multiple . The number l s l is the0
unique positi¤e number such that the problem w s lLy1M w has a nontri¤ial0
nonnegati¤e solution for w g p.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The operator Ly1M as described is completely0
continuous and positive with respect to the cone p. Let z s
Ž . Ž y1Ž . y1 Ž ..col z , . . . , z s col L 1 , . . . , L 1 . The functions satisfy z ) 01 nqm 1 nqm i
< y1in V, z s 0 for i s 1, . . . , n q m. Define ¤ s L M z. The positivity› Vi 0
of B, K , and the maximum principle imply that the components satisfy0
¤ ) 0 and › ¤ r›n - 0 on › V for i s 1, . . . , n q m. Thus, there existsi i
y1 w xd ) 0 such that L M z G d z with z g p. Theorem 2.5 in 7 asserts that0
0 Ž 0 0 .there exists a nontrivial w s col w , . . . , w g p and r G d ) 0 such1 nqm 0
y1 0 0 Ž Ž . . 0that L M w s r w i.e., 2.5 with l s 1rr . Suppose w k 0 for0 0 0 0 i
Ž .some 1 F i F n or n q 1 F i F n q m ; using the maximum principle on
Ž . Ž .each of the last m or first n equations in 2.5 , we obtain by means of the
Ž . Ž .positivity of K or B that for each j s n q 1, . . . , n q m or j s 1, . . . , n0
we must have w0 ) 0 in V and › w0r›n - 0 on › V. Then, we use the firstj j
Ž . Ž .n or last m equations and the positivity of B or K to obtain by means0
of the maximum principle that w0 ) 0 in V and › w0r›n - 0 on › V forj j
Ž .each j s 1, . . . , n or j s n q 1, . . . , n q m.
0 Ž 0 . 0 0Now, let w s col w , . . . , w k 0 be such that Lw s l M w . Fromˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 nqm 0 0
Lemma 2.1, there must exist d * g R and some k, 1 F k F m q n, such
that
0 0 0 0w ’ d *w and w y d *w G 0 in V for all j s 1, . . . , m q n. 2.6Ž .ˆ ˆk k j j
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If there is an integer r such that
0 0w x y d *w x ) 0 for some x g V , 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆr r
w 0 0 x 0 0then L w y d *w G 0 implies that w y d *w ) 0 in V. If 1 F r F nˆ ˆr r r r r
Ž . Ž .or n q 1 F r F n q m , consider the ith equation in 2.5 , for n q 1 F i
Ž . w 0 0 xF n q m or 1 F i F n . We obtain L w y d *w ) 0 in V, whichˆi i i
0 0 Žimplies w y d *w ) 0 in V, for each i s n q 1, . . . , n q m or i sˆi i
. Ž .1, . . . , n . We then consider the other n or m equations to obtain
0 0 Ž .w y d *w ) 0 in V for each i s 1, . . . , n or i s n q 1, . . . , n q m . Thisˆi i
Ž .contradicts the existence of an integer k such that 2.6 holds. This means
Ž . Ž .that if 2.6 holds, there cannot exist an r such that 2.7 holds. That is, we
have w0 ’ d *w0. Finally, suppose that there is another l ) 0, l / l ,ˆ 1 1 0
 4such that Lw s l M w for some w g p _ 0 . We can deduce as before˜ ˜ ˜1 0
that w ) 0 in V, › w r›n - 0 on › V for i s 1, . . . , n q m. Then we˜ ˜i 1
can obtain from Lemma 2.1 that l s l . This completes the proof of1 0
Lemma 2.2.
LEMMA 2.3. Let G: E “ E be the operator defined by
y1 ˆw xG w s L F w y M w ,Ž . 0
5 w x5 5 5 5 5then G w r w “ 0 as w “ 0.E E E
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We use Schauder’s theory to obtain
ˆ5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5w xG w r w F k F w y M w r wŽ .E E ‘ ‘0
m n
X5 5 5 5F k f w y f 0 w r wŽ . Ž .Ý Ý ‘ ‘i j j i j j j
is1 js1
m m
< < 5 5q c wÝ Ý ‘i j nqj
is1 js1
5 5“ 0, as w “ 0E
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The operator G described above is completely
continuous, and the operator Ly1M described in Lemma 2.2 is compact0
Ž .and positive with respect to p. Equation 2.3 can be written as
y1 w x w x qw y lL M w y lG w s 0, for l, w g R = E.Ž .0
By means of Lemma 2.3 and the existence and uniqueness part of Lemma
w x Ž .2.2, we can apply Theorem 29.2 in 5 to conclude that l , 0 is a0
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Ž .bifurcation point for problem 2.3 , and the component of S containing
Ž .the point l , 0 as described above is unbounded.0
Ž .Let l , w g S , i s 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence tending to a limit pointi i
Ž . Ž . Ž .l, w in R = › p , and l, w / l , 0 . We now show that w s0
Ž .col w , . . . , w must satisfy w ’ 0 in V, for each i s 1, . . . , n q m.1 nqm i
Consider the first case when there exists some x g V and some j g0
m 4 Ž . w x1, . . . , n such that w x s 0. The equation L w s lÝ b w G 0j 0 j j ks1 jk nqk
implies w ’ 0 in V; and subsequently the right side of this equationj
w ximplies that w ’ 0 in V for each k s 1, . . . , m. This leads to L w s 0nqk i i
in V, for i s 1, . . . , n, and thus w ’ 0 for such i too. Hence w s 0 in thisi
case.
 4Consider the second case when w ) 0 in V for all j g 1, . . . , n . Forj
each k s 1, . . . , m, l ) 0, we introduce the problem
n m
w xL z s l f w q l z c w q c z in V ,Ž .Ý Ýk k j j k j nqj k k
js1 js1, j/k
z s 0 on › V . 2.8Ž .
Ž .The function v ’ 0 is a lower solution for 2.8 due to the sign of f ; and0 jk
Xw x Ž .w G 0 is a solution which is k 0, due to H2 . Since f 0 › w r›n - 0nqk k j j
on › V, there exists a small d ) 0 such that for 0 F d F d , we have1 1
n
l df q a x df - l f wŽ .˜ Ž .Ý1 k k j j
js1
m
q ldf c w q c df in V .Ý k j nqj k k
js1, j/k
Consequently, the function v [ df, 0 F d F d , forms a family of lowerd 1
Ž . w xsolutions for the problem 2.8 , and w k v for all d g 0, d . Bynqk d 1
Ž w x.means of a sweeping principle cf. Theorem 1.4-3 in 8 , it follows that
w G v ) 0 in V. Moreover, for each k s 1, . . . , m, the function wnqk d nqk1
satisfies
n m




yDw q a w q l c w w G l f w G 0 in V .˜ Ž .Ý Ýnqk k nqk k j nqj nqk k j j
js1 js1
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It follows from the maximum principle that › w r›n - 0 on › V. Wenqk
Ž .thus obtain in this second case that w g Int p , which is a contradiction.
Hence, only the first case can happen, and we must have w ’ 0 in V.
5 5Next, define z [ w r w , i s 1, 2, . . . ; they satisfyEi i i
y1 5 5w x w xz y l L M z y l G w r w s 0. 2.9Ž .Ei i 0 i i i i
y1  4 ŽSince L M is compact, there exists a subsequence of z again denoted0 i
 4 . y1by z for convenience such that L M z converges in E. Sincei 0 i
w x 5 5 5 5 5 5 Ž .G w r w tends to zero in E, as w “ w s 0, Eq. 2.9 impliesE E Ei i i
 4that z converges in E to a function z say, andi 0
y1z s lL M z .0 0 0
5 5Moreover, we have z g p since w g p , and z k 0 since z s 1 for all0 i 0 i
i. The uniqueness part of Lemma 2.2 thus implies that l s l . Conse-0
Ž . Ž .quently, we must have l, w s l , 0 . This completes the proof of Theo-0
rem 2.1.
w x w x w x w xTHEOREM 2.2. Under hypotheses H1 , H2* , H3 , and H4 , the problem
Ž . Ž .2.1 has a solution w s col w , . . . , w g Y, such that w G 0 in V for1 nqm i
Ž  4.each i and w k 0 i.e., w g p _ 0 .
We first prove two lemmas, which would lead to this theorem by means
of Theorem 2.1.
w x w x w xLEMMA 2.4. Under hypotheses H1 , H2 , and H3 , the positi¤e number
where bifurcation occurs described in Theorem 2.1 satisfies l - 1.0
w xProof of Lemma 2.4. By hypothesis H3 , there exists a small enough
w Ž .y1 Ž .x Ž .« ) 0 such that B K l q a* d y col « , . . . , « ) l q a* d and0 1 1
Ž .y1 Ž . Ž .K l q a* d ) col « , . . . , « . Let p s col p , . . . , p be the positive0 1 1 m
Ž .y1 Ž .constant vector defined by p [ K l q a* d y col « , . . . , « . We can0 1
Žreadily verify that the positive constant vector g [ col d , . . . ,1
. Ž .d , p , . . . , p satisfies M g ) l q a* g. Thus there exists r ) 1 suchn 1 m 0 1
that
M g G r l q a* g. 2.10Ž . Ž .0 1
w x Ž .Let z [ fg. Since L f F l q a* f in V for each i s 1, . . . , n q m, aˆ i 1
simple calculation shows
y1 y1L M z G L r l q a* zŽ .ˆ ˆ0 1
y1s rL l q a* f g G rfg s rz in VŽ . ˆ1
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w xwhere r ) 1. As in Lemma 2.2, we obtain by means of Theorem 2.5 in 7
the existence of a nontrivial function w g p such that Ly1M w s r w withˆ ˆ ˆˆ0
r G r. The uniqueness part of Lemma 2.2 implies that r s 1rl . Thus, weˆ ˆ 0
have l F 1rr - 1.0
w x w x Ž .LEMMA 2.5. Under the hypotheses H1 and H2 , let l, w g S , where
S is described in Theorem 2.1. Suppose R are positi¤e constants such thatk
Ž .0 F w x F R for all x g V, k s 1, . . . , m. Then for each i s 1, . . . , n,nqk k
m
y10 F w x F l inf a b R for all x g V . 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i i k k
ks1
Proof of Lemma 2.5. For each i s 1, . . . , n, consider the scalar linear
problem
m
w xL z s l b w in V , z s 0 on › V . 2.12Ž .Ýi i k nqk
ks1
y1 mŽ .Since the trivial function and z s l inf a Ý b R are respectivelyˆ i ks1 i k k
Ž .lower and upper solutions of 2.12 , the unique solution z s w musti
Ž .satisfy 2.11 .
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let the component of S containing the point
Ž . ql , 0 , described in Theorem 2.1, be denoted by S . Since l - 1, by0 0
 q < Ž . qLemma 2.4, it suffices to show that the set I [ l g R l, w g S for
4some w is unbounded. For convenience, let
n
y1
a [ b inf a ) 0 for k s 1, . . . , mŽ .Ýk ik i
is1
< < < <b [ c y c for k s 1, . . . , m.Ýk k k k j
js1, j/k
w xHypothesis H4 implies each b ) 0. Suppose that the set I is containedk
ˆw xin the interval 0, C ; we will deduce a contradiction. Let N ) 0 be large
enough such that
m




w xHere, the constant K is described in H2* . We claim that if there exists1
Ž . q Ž .l such that l, w g S , then w s col w , . . . , w must satisfy1 nqm
ˆ0 F w x F N for all x g V , i s n q 1, . . . , n q m. 2.14Ž . Ž .i
˜ qŽ . Ž .Suppose 2.14 is invalid. Let l, w g S , such that w does not satisfy the˜ ˜
UŽ .corresponding 2.14 . For each i s n q 1, . . . , n q m, let x g V be thei
 4point where w attains its maximum value on V. Let r g n q 1, . . . , n q m˜i
Ž U .  Ž U . Ž U .4where w x s max w x , . . . , w x . By assumption on w,˜ ˜ ˜ ˜r r nq1 nq1 nqm nqm
U ˆŽ . Ž .we must have a* [ w x rN ) 1; moreover, we have 0 F w x F˜ ˜r r i
U ˆŽ .w x s a*N for all x g V, i s n q 1, . . . , n q m. Suppose we haver˜ r
U w x Ž . Ž U .x g V. Then H2* , Lemma 2.5, and 2.13 imply that w x satisfies˜r r r
yDw xU q a xU w xUŽ . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜r r ryn r r r
n m
U U U˜ ˜s l f w x q lw x c w xŽ . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜Ž .Ý Ýryn j j r r r ryn j nqj r
js1 js1
n m
2U˜ ˜ ˆ < < < <F l K w x q l a*N y c q cŽ . Ž .˜Ý Ý1 j r ryn ryn ryn j
js1 js1, j/ryn
m
2˜ ˆ ˆF l K C a a*N y a*N b - 0.Ž . Ž .Ý1 k rynž /
ks1
w xNote that we have used the assumption that I is contained in 0, C and
a* ) 1 in obtaining the last two inequalities above. This contradicts the
fact that xU is an interior maximum. Thus we must have xU g › V. Thenr r
the boundary conditions and Lemma 2.5 imply that w ’ 0, and we can˜
Ž .conclude that 2.14 must be valid.
Ž .Finally, inequality 2.14 , Lemma 2.5, and gradient estimates by means
Ž . qof Eq. 2.2 imply that S cannot be unbounded if I is bounded.
Consequently, I must be unbounded, and this completes the proof of the
Theorem 2.2.
3. STABILITY OF INFECTED COMPETING SPECIES
In this section, we will consider the stability of the steady solutions
found in the last section as a solution of the corresponding parabolic
w x w xsystem. It will be seen in Theorem 3.2 that if H2 and H4 are strength-
ened, then the bifurcating steady states near the bifurcation point are
asymptotically stable in time. Before obtaining further results with addi-
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tional hypotheses, we first deduce a few more consequences of hypotheses
w x w xH1 and H2 .
w x w xLEMMA 3.1. Under hypotheses H1 and H2 , the problem
w x TL w s lM w , in V , w s 0 on › V , 3.1Ž .0
Ž . Ž 0. 0 0has a solution l, w s l , w , w g Y, with each component w ) 0 inˆ ˆ ˆ0 i
0 ŽV, › w r›n - 0 on › V for i s 1, . . . , n q m. Here, l is exactly the sameˆi 0
. Ž .number as in Lemma 2.2. Moreo¤er, any solution of 3.1 with l s l is a0
multiple of w0.ˆ
Proof. The existence of a positive solution and the simplicity of the
corresponding eigenvalue is proved in exactly the same way as Lemma 2.2
with the role of B and K interchanged. The fact that l is exactly the0 0
w xsame as in Lemma 2.2 follows exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 in 9 .
For convenience, we define two operators L and L : E “ E as0 1
L [ I y l Ly1M 3.2Ž .0 0 0
L [ yLy1M . 3.3Ž .1 0
w x w xLEMMA 3.2. Under hypotheses H1 and H2 , the null space and range of
Ž . Ž .L , denoted respecti¤ely by N L and R L , satisfy:0 0 0
Ž . Ž . 0i N L is one-dimensional, spanned by w .0
Ž . w Ž .xii dim ErR L s 1.0
Ž . Ž .iii L w f R L .1 0
Ž .Proof. Part i was proved in Lemma 2.2. The remaining parts are
w x Ž .proved in the same way as in Lemma 2.5 in 9 . For the proof of part iii ,
the positivity property of w0 and w0 are used.ˆ
w x w xTHEOREM 3.1. Assume hypotheses H1 , H2 and the additional condi-
2Ž .tion that f g C R for k s 1, . . . , n, j s 1, . . . , m. Then there exists d ) 0k j
1 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .and a C -cur¤e l s , f s : yd , d “ R = E with l 0 s l , f 0 s 0,0
Ž . Ž .such that in a neighborhood of l , 0 , any solution of 2.3 is either of the0
ˆ 0 ˆŽ . Ž Ž . w Ž .x. < <form l, 0 or on the cur¤e l s , s w q f s for s - d . Furthermore,
q Ž .4 q Ž . qthe set S _ l , 0 is contained in R = Int p , where S is the compo-0
Ž .nent of the closure of S described in Theorem 2.1 containing the point
Ž . ql , 0 in R = E.0
Ž .Proof. Equation 2.3 can be written as
w x w x w xQ l, w [ L w q l y l L w y lG w s 0 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1
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where the operator G: E “ E is defined in Lemma 2.3. Under the
2Ž qadditional smoothness condition on f , we can show that Q g C R =jk
.E, E and the Frechet derivative of G is continuous on E. Moreover, we
Ž .can readily deduce as in Lemma 2.3 that L s D Q l , 0 , L s0 2 0 1
Ž . w x w xD Q l , 0 , and G 0 s D G 0 s 0. Hence we can apply the local bifur-12 0 2
1 ˆ ˆw x Ž Ž . Ž ..cation theorem in 4 to obtain the C -curve l s , f s describing the
Ž . Ž .nontrivial solution of 2.3 near l , 0 as stated above.0
0 ˆw Ž .xFor s ) 0 sufficiently small, the function s w q f s is clearly in Int p.
Ž .Suppose l , w g S , i s 1, 2 . . . , is a sequence tending to a limit pointi i
Ž . Ž . Ž .l, w in R = › p; we can show as in Theorem 2.1 that l, w s l , 0 . By0
Ž . Ž .means of the local behavior of all the solutions 2.3 near l , 0 , we0
q Ž .4 q Ž .conclude that S _ l , 0 ; R = Int p . The proof is0
complete.
We now consider the linearized and asymptotic stability of the positive
Ž .bifurcating solution described in Theorem 3.1, near l , 0 . Applying the0
w xbifurcation theory in 4 and the fact that
w0 ? Dy1 w0 dx / 0, 3.5Ž .ˆH
V
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..we can assert that there exist d g 0, d and two functions, g ? , z ? :1
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. w .l y d , l q d “ R = E, and h ? , h ? : 0, d “ R = E, with0 1 0 1 1
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž 0.g l , z l s h 0 , h 0 s 0, w , such that0 0
y1D Q l, 0 z l s g l yL z l , 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
and
y10ˆ ˆD Q l s , s w q f s h s s h s yL h s . 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž Ž .2
Ž . Ž . y1Here, g l and h s are respectively L -simple eigenvalues with eigen-
Ž . Ž . w xfunctions z l and h s . The theory in 4 further leads to the following.
LEMMA 3.3. Assume all the hypotheses in Theorem 3.1. There exists
w . Ž . Ž .r ) 0 such that for each s g 0, d , there is a unique real eigen¤alue h s1
for the linear operator
mq nU 0 aˆ ˆQ [ yLD Q l s , s w q f s : Y “ C V , 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .s 2
< Ž . < Ž .satisfying h s - r with eigenfunction h s g Y. That is,
U 0ˆ ˆQ h s ’ yL h s q l s F s w q f s h s s h s h s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s w
3.9Ž .
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Žˆ .The next few lemmas study the behavior of the eigenvalues l s and
Ž . Ž .h s for small s G 0 and g l near l s l .0
LEMMA 3.4. Assume all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Suppose further
that
w x Y Ž .H2** f 0 - 0 for k s 1, . . . , m, j s 1, . . . , n;k j
w xH4* c - 0 for all k, j s 1, . . . , m.k j
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .Then the function l s satisfies l9 0 ) 0.
ˆ Ž . Ž .Proof. Theorem 3.1 asserts that l9 0 exists. Equation 2.3 implies that
0 ˆŽ Ž .. w .s w q f s is in Y; and for s g 0, d , we have
0 0ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆL s w q f s s l s F s w q f s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Dividing by s, and differentiating with respect to s for s ) 0, we find
0ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆL f9 s s l9 s 1rs F s w q f sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
d
0ˆ ˆ ˆq l s 1rs F s w q f s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5ds
Letting s “ 0q, we obtain
0 0ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆL f9 0 s l9 0 M w q l 0 M f9 0 q l 0 R w , 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
where
0 0n=n n=mR s . 3.11Ž .0 H Z0 0
Ž . Ž . YŽ . 0Here, H is the m = n matrix whose i, j th entry is 1r2 f 0 w for0 i j j
i s 1, . . . , m, j s 1, . . . , n, and Z is the diagonal m = m matrix0
Ž m 0 m 0 . Ž . Ž 0.Tcol Ý c w , . . . ,Ý c w . We multiply 3.10 by w and inte-ˆjs1 1 j nqj js1 m j nqj
grate over V. Then, after integrating by parts on the left and cancelling
with the second term on the right, we obtain
T0 0ˆyl 0 H w R w dxŽ . Ž .ˆV 0
lˆ9 0 s ) 0.Ž . T0 0H w M w dxŽ .ˆV 0
w x w xThe last inequality is due to the additional assumptions H2** and H4* .
Ž .LEMMA 3.5. Under all the hypotheses in Theorem 3.1, the function g l
Ž .satisfies g 9 l ) 0.0
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Ž . y1 Ž .Proof. Note that D Q l, 0 s I y lL M . Applying L to 3.6 , multi-2 0
Ž 0.Tplying by w , and integrating over V, we obtainˆ
T T T0 0 0w L z l yl w M z l dxs g l yg l w z l dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆH H0 0
V V
Ž . Ž 0.Tsince g l s 0. Integrating by parts, using the equation for w , andˆ0
letting l tend to l after transposing, we obtain0
T0 0H w M w dxŽ .ˆV 0
g 9 l s ) 0.Ž .0 T0 0H w w dxŽ .ˆV
w x w xLEMMA 3.6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, H2** and H4* ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .there exists d g 0, d such that h s - 0 for all s g 0, d .2 1 2
ˆw x Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. From Theorem 1.16 in 4 , we find ysl9 s g 9 l and h s have0
the same sign for s ) 0 near 0. The conclusion follows from Lemma 3.4
and 3.5.
Ž . Ž .The linearized eigenvalue problem for 2.2 or 2.3 at the bifurcating
0 ˆ ˆŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .solution w s s w q f s is precisely 3.9 . When l s l 0 s l , the0
Ž .eigenvalue problem corresponding to 3.9 becomes
w xyL h q l M h s hh h g E, 3.12Ž .0 0
w x w xwhere h is the eigenvalue. Under the hypotheses H1 and H2 , Theorem
Ž .2.1 asserts that h s 0 is an eigenvalue for 3.12 , with positive eigenfunc-
tion. Using this property and the fact that the off diagonal terms of M are0
Ž w x.all nonnegative cf. 13 , we can show the following.
w x w x Ž .LEMMA 3.7. Under hypotheses H1 and H2 , all eigen¤alues in Eq. 3.12
Ž .except h s 0 satisfy Re h - yr for some positi¤e number r.
LEMMA 3.8. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4, there exists a number
Ž . Ž . Ž .d * g 0, d and a positi¤e function h s for s g 0, d * such that the realˆ
parts of all the numbers in the point spectrum of the linear operator QU ares
Ž Ž .. Ž . Žcontained in the inter¤al y‘, yh s , for s g 0, d * . Here, d is describedˆ
U Ž . .in Theorem 3.1 and Q is described in 3.8 in Lemma 3.3.s
w xThe proof of Lemma 3.7 is the same as the proof of Lemma 2.8 in 10 ,
and the proof of Lemma 3.8, using the assertions in Lemmas 3.3]3.7 and
w xperturbation arguments, is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.2 in 10 .
The details are thus omitted here.
0 ˆŽ . w Ž .xFor each s g 0, d * , the function w [ s w q f s described in Theo-s
Ž .rem 3.1 can be considered as a steady-state solution of 2.2 with L
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replaced by ›r› t q L. We now consider the time asymptotic stability of
this steady state as a solution of the corresponding parabolic problem. In
order to obtain a precise statement, we define Banach spaces,
nqm
B s u : u g C V , u s 0 on › V ,Ž .½ 51
and
nqm
B s u : u g L V for p large enough such that Nr 2 p -1.Ž . Ž .½ 52 p
Ž . Let A be the operator L on B with domain D A s u : u g1 1 1
2, p nqm nqmw Ž .x w Ž .x 4W V for all p, Du g C V , u s 0, and Du s 0 on › V ,
Ž . and A be the operator L on B with domain D A s u g B : u g2 2 2 2
w 2, pŽ . 1, pŽ .xnqm4 Ž .W V l W V . For w s col w , . . . , w , we consider the0 1 nqm
following nonlinear initial-boundary value problem for each i s 1, 2:
dw
ˆq A w t s lF w t , w 0 s w for t g 0, T . 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Ž .i 0dt
Ž . Žw x . 1ŽŽ x .A solution of 3.13 in B is a function w g C 0, T , B l C 0, T , B ,i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž x Ž . Ž .with w 0 s w , w t g D A for all t g 0, T ; and w t satisfies 3.130 i
Ž xfor t g 0, T . The operator A is an infinitesimal generator of an analytic2
Ž .yasemigroup on B for t G 0. Let yA , for a ) 0, be the usual frac-2 2
tional bounded linear operator on B , and denote by X the Banach space2 a
Ž Ž .a 5 5 . 5 5 5Ž .a 5 p ŽŽ .a .D yA , where w s yA w for all w g D yA ’a a L2 2 2
Ž .ya Ž .yA B .2 2
w xUsing Lemma 3.8, we apply the stability theorem Theorem 5.1.1 in 6
for sectorial operators to obtain the following asymptotic stability theorem
w x Žfor the steady-state solution w , as in Theorem 3.1 in 10 . For mores
w x w x.descriptions of the theory involved, see 12 and 14 .
w xTHEOREM 3.2. Assume all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, H2** , and
0ˆ ˆw x Ž . Ž . w Ž .xH4* . For each fixed s g 0, d * , let l s l s , w s s w q f s . Then, for
Ž .each i s 1, 2, there exists r ) 0, b ) 0, and M ) 1 such that Eq. 3.13 has
5 5 Ž .a unique solution in B for all t ) 0 if w g B and w y w F rr 2 M‘i 0 1 0
Ž 5 5 Ž .for i s 1 or w g X and w y w F rr 2 M for i s 2; here we assumea0 a 0
Ž Ž . . .a g Nr 2 p , 1 for the space X . Moreo¤er, the solution satisfiesa
yb t5 5 5 5w t y w F 2 Me w y w for all t G 0, i s 1, 3.14Ž . Ž .‘ ‘0
or
yb t5 5 5 5w t y w F 2 Me w y w for all t G 0, i s 2. 3.15Ž . Ž .a a0
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4. BIFURCATION OF INFECTED SPECIES
WITH NO INTERACTIONS
Ž .In this section, we consider system 1.1 , under the special situation
when all c s 0, k, j s 1, . . . , m; that is, we consider the problemk j
m
yDu q a x u s b ¤ for x g V , i s 1, . . . , nŽ . Ýi i i i j j
js1
n
yD¤ q a x ¤ s f u for x g V , k s 1, . . . , mŽ . Ž .˜ Ýk k k k j j
js1
u s ¤ s 0 for x g › V , i s 1, . . . , n , k s 1, . . . , m. 4.1Ž .i k
In other words, the infected species ¤ will not interact among themselves.k
w xThis situation is a direct generalization of the theory in 1 . Under
Ž . Ž w x.additional assumptions on f u for large u see H5 , Theorem 4.1k j j j
Ž .shows that problem 4.1 has a positive solution. Letting w s
Ž . Ž . Ž .col w , . . . , w s col u , . . . , u , ¤ , . . . , ¤ , system 4.1 can be written1 nqm 1 n 1 m
as
˜w x w xL w s F w , w g E, 4.2Ž .
˜ ˆ Ž .where F is the same as the F described in 1.3 with the special restriction
c s 0, for all k, j s 1, . . . , m. For convenience, we definek j
f h rh if h / 0Ž .i j
fˆ h [ for i s 1, . . . , m , j s 1, . . . , n. 4.3Ž . Ž .Xi j ½ f 0 if h s 0Ž .i j
Also, define the m = n matrix
ˆ ˆf h ??? f hŽ . Ž .11 11 1n 1n
m , n . .. .fˆ h [ 4.4Ž . Ž .i j i j . .i , js1
ˆ ˆf h ??? f hŽ . Ž .m1 m1 m n m n
where h are real numbers for i s 1, . . . , m, j s 1, . . . , n. We will use thei j
following hypothesis:
w xH5 There exist a real number h ) 0 and a constant vector q s0
Ž .col q , . . . , q , with q ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n, such that1 n i
m , n 2T Tˆq B f h - l q a** q for all h G h .Ž . Ž .i j i j 1 i j 0i , js1
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w xUnder the hypothesis H5 , one can always choose a number r with1
Ž .0 - r - l q a** such that1 1
m , n 2T 2 T Tˆq B f h F r q - l q a** q for all h G h . 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j 1 1 i j 0i , js1
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
w x w x w x w xTHEOREM 4.1. Under the hypotheses H1 , H2* , H3 , and H5 , the
Ž . Ž Ž . Žproblem 4.2 alternati¤ely, problem 4.1 with w s col u , . . . , u ,1 n
.. Ž .¤ , . . . , ¤ has a solution w s col w , . . . , w g Y, such that w G 0 in1 m 1 nqm i
Ž  4.V for each i and w k 0 i.e., w g p _ 0 .
ˆIn this entire section, F is considered with the special restriction
w xc s 0, and H4 is not assumed. We are thus led to the problemk j
˜w x w xL w s lF w w g E 4.6Ž .
˜ ˜ ˆwith F as described above. Since F is a special case of F, Theorem 2.1
applies. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, let S be as defined in
q Ž .Theorem 2.1 and S be the component of S containing the point l , 0 .0
Recall that Sq is proved to be unbounded in Theorem 2.1. The following
lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
LEMMA 4.1. Assume all the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. Suppose
˜ r q ˜ ˆŽ .4l , w , r s 1, 2, . . . is a sequence in S with the property l “ l,˜r r
ˆ r5 50 - l - ‘, and w “ ‘, as r “ ‘. Then there exists a subsequence˜ E
˜ r Ž j. r Ž j.Ž .4l , w such that the first n components of w tend to q‘ uniformly˜ ˜r Ž j.
Ž .in compact subsets of V, as r j “ ‘.
r r 5 r 5 r r 5 r 5 rProof of Lemma 4.1. Let z s u r w , y s ¤ r w , w s˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˆE Ei i k k
r 5 r 5 Ž r r r r . Ž .w r w s col z , . . . , z , y , . . . , y , for r s 1, 2, . . . . Dividing Eq. 4.6˜ ˜ E 1 n 1 m
r 5 r 5for w by w , we obtain˜ ˜ E
m
r r r˜yD z qa x z sl b y in V , for is1, . . . , nŽ . Ýi i i r i j j
js1
n
r r r r˜ ˆyD y qa x y sl f u z in V , for ks1, . . . , mŽ .˜ ˜Ž .Ýk k k r k j j j
js1
4.7Ž .
z rsy rs0 on › V , is1, . . . , n , ks1, . . . , m.i k
Ž . 5 5Since the right-hand side of 4.7 is bounded in the ? -norm, using‘
 r4‘Schauder’s estimates we obtain a subsequence of w , denoted again byˆ rs1
 r4‘ 5 5w , which converges in the ? -norm to a function w sˆ ˆErs1
Ž .col z , . . . , z , y , . . . , y g E. Here, from the definition of S , we must1 n 1 m
5 5have z G 0, y G 0 in V for i s 1, . . . , n, k s 1, . . . , m, and w s 1.ˆ Ei k
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Ž .Using Schauder’s theory, we see that w also satisfies 4.7 by taking theˆ
limit as r “ ‘.
Ž .If y ’ 0 in V for all k s 1, . . . , m, the first n equations in 4.7 implyk
by the maximum principle that z ’ 0 in V, for each i s 1, . . . , n. Thisi
5 5contradicts the fact that w s 1. Thus, there must exist some l gˆ E
 4 Ž .1, . . . , m , such that y k 0 in V. The first n equations in 4.7 then implyl
Ž .that z x ) 0 in V for all i s 1, . . . , n. The conclusion of Lemma 4.1i
rŽ . rŽ .5 r 5 5 r 5 rŽ . Ž .follows since u x s z x w , w “ ‘, and z x “ z x ) 0 in˜ ˜E Ei i i i
Ž 1Ž . .V in C V -norm as r “ ‘.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Recall that Lemma 2.4 implies that l - 1. To0
prove this theorem, it suffices to show that if there exists a sequence in
q ˆS with property as described in Lemma 4.1, then we must have l ) 1.
˜ q ˜Ž .This leads to the existence of l, w in S with l s 1; that is, we obtain a˜
Ž .solution of the problem 4.1 .
 < Ž . q4If l l, w g S is contained in a bounded interval, then there must
˜ r ‘ qŽ .4exist a sequence l , w in S with property as described in Lemma˜r rs1
˜ r r r rŽ . Ž . Ž .4.1, and l , w satisfies 4.6 for each r. Denoting w s col w , . . . , w˜ ˜ ˜ ˜r 1 nqm
Ž r r r r .s col u , . . . , u , ¤ , . . . , ¤ , the conclusion of Lemma 4.1 implies that we˜ ˜ ˜ ˜1 n 1 m
rŽ .may assume that u x “ ‘ uniformly in compact subsets of V, as r “ ‘,˜i
r r 5 r 5 r r 5 r 5i s 1, . . . , n. Let c s u r w , j s ¤ r w , C s˜ ˜ ˜ ˜L ŽV . L ŽV .i i k k r2 2
r r r r ˜ r rŽ . Ž . 5 5col c , . . . , c , j , . . . , j . Dividing the equation for l , w by w ,˜ ˜ L ŽV .1 n 1 m r 2
we obtain
m
r r r˜yDc q a x c s l b j in V , i s 1, . . . , nŽ . Ýi i i r i j j
js1
4.8Ž .n
r r r r˜ ˆyDj q a x j s l f u c in V , k s 1, . . . , mŽ .˜ ˜Ž .Ýk k k r k j j j
js1
Ž . 5 5Since the right side of 4.8 is bounded in the ? -norm, using theL ŽV .2
 4‘Agmon]Douglis]Nirenberg estimate we obtain a subsequence of C ,r rs1
 4‘also denoted by C , which converges to a function C sr rs1
Ž . Ž .col c , . . . , c , j , . . . , j in L V at each component. Moreover, we1 n 1 m 2
5 5have C s 1, and c G 0, j G 0 a.e. in V, for i s 1, . . . , n, k sL ŽV . i k2
1, . . . , m.
Ž . w xLet q , . . . , q be as described in the hypothesis H5 , and r be as1 n 1
Ž . Ž .chosen in 4.5 . Define r such that 0 - r - r - l q a** , and let2 1 2 1
T Ž . nq s q , . . . , q , q , . . . , q , where q s 1rr Ý q b , k sˆ 1 n nq1 nqm nqk 1 js1 j jk
Ž Ž . T .1, . . . , m. Note that q is the k th component of 1rr q B . By the firstnqk 1
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Ž . Tinequality in 4.5 , we readily obtain from the definition of q and r thatˆ 2
0 B
T Tm , nq - r q for all h G h . 4.9Ž .ˆ ˆ2 i j 0fˆ h 0Ž .i j i j i , js1
Ž .To simplify the notation, for i s 1, . . . , n denote h h s 0 when j si j
Ž .1, . . . , n and h h s b when j s 1, . . . , m. For i s 1, . . . , m, denotei, jqn i j
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .h h s f h when j s 1, . . . , n and h h s 0 when j siqn, j i j iqn, jqn
Ž .1, . . . , m. Inequality 4.9 can then be rewritten as
nqm , nqmT Tq h h - r q for all h G h . 4.10Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆž /i j i j 2 i j 0i , js1
Ž .Note that h are really constants for j ) n, i s 1, . . . , n q m.i j
Ž .Multiplying the first n equations of 4.8 by q f, i s 1, . . . , n, and thei
Ž .last m equations of 4.8 by q f, k s 1, . . . , m, we obtain, after integrat-nqk
ing by parts,
m
r rˆ0 s yc l q a q l b j q f dx , for i s 1, . . . , n 4.11Ž . Ž .ÝH i 1 i r i j j i
V js1
n
r r rˆ ˆ0 s yj l q a q l f u c q f dx , for k s 1, . . . , m.Ž .˜ ˜Ž .ÝH k 1 k r k j j j nqk
V js1
4.12Ž .
Adding the last n q m equations, and using the definitions of a** and h ,i j
we obtain
nqm , nqmT T rˆ0 F y l q a** q C f q l q h w C f dx. 4.13Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˜Ž .H ½ 51 r r i j j ri , js1
V
Ž Ž r .Recall that h are constants for j ) n, and the h w above actually˜i j i j j
r .depends only on u , j s 1, . . . , n.˜j
‘ 4Let V be a sequence of open subsets of V, such that V ; V ;k ks1 k k
V ; V, for all k with V s D‘ V ; and let « ) 0 be an arbitrarykq1 ks1 k
ˆ Tsmall constant. Since the quantities l , q , h are bounded, and C “ Cˆr i j r
Ž .in L V , we may assume that for l and r sufficiently large we have2
nqm , nqmT rlˆ q h w C f dx - « . 4.14Ž .ˆ ˜Ž .H r i j j ri , js1
V_V l
Ž .We can thus obtain from 4.13 that
nqm , nqm
T T rˆ0 F y l q a** q q l q h w C f dx q « . 4.15Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˜Ž .ŽH ½ 51 r i j j ri , js1
V l
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By Lemma 4.1, we may assume that ur “ ‘ uniformly in V for each fixed˜j l
l, as r “ ‘, for j s 1, . . . , n.
Ž . Ž .Consequently, from 4.10 and 4.15 , we obtain
ˆ T0 F y l q a** q l r q C f dx q « 4.16Ž . Ž . 4ˆH 1 r 2 r
V l
for all sufficiently large r. Letting r “ ‘, we find that for all sufficiently
large l,
ˆ T0 F y l q a** q lr q Cf dx q « . 4.17Ž . Ž . 4ˆH 1 2
V l
Since « is arbitrary, we conclude
ˆ T0 F y l q a** q lr q Cf dx.Ž . 4ˆH 1 2
V
ˆ Ž .This leads to l G l q a** rr ) 1. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is com-1 2
plete.
Ž . Ž .Remark. The global continuum of positive solutions for 4.6 and 2.2
cannot cross l s 0, because when l s 0 the trivial solution is the only
solution by the maximum principle.
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